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NEWSLETTER No. 30 – WINTER 2020
Image © Roy Hill

1. From the Chairman
What strange and difficult year this has been. I hope you have stayed safe and come
through everything in good shape. I have really missed our regular monthly events.
Over the years, we have got to know each other and enjoyed some very worthwhile
events around Cumbria and beyond.
The committee held the quarterly meeting on 2 December. Out of the discussions, the
following points arose.
• Does anyone have an appropriate talk they could offer on Zoom? Some of the
committee have talks that they give to other groups, which our members may
find of interest, so we are compiling a list. Talks of 20/30 minutes (which may be
straight talks, slides or visits) are welcome, and the title and a short description
should be sent to Paul Lewis by 20 January. (paullewis@lewisconservation.com)
• The March newsletter will be a members' edition. We already have several
interesting items but need more. So, over to you! Please send snippets of news
of events, books, buildings, queries, photographs, websites, etc., which fellow
members may find useful. Please send material to Mike Turner
(miketurner4@hotmail.co.uk) before 19 February.
• Our substitute Christmas lunch will be at 12 noon, on Friday 18 December, when
we plan to raise a glass of wine (or something..) courtesy of Zoom. Of course, it
will have happened by the time you receive this.
• On Saturday 9 January, the VAG annual conference will also be held on Zoom,
and this time everyone is invited, whether or not they are members of VAG, and
it is free. The subject matter is particularly interesting – Houses and the Hearth
Tax in Britain – as the records for the old county of Westmorland have been
published in book form. The Hearth Tax was in force during the 1670s, the period
of the Great Rebuild in our region. Do try to watch.
Details and the booking link are on the Vernacular Architecture Group
website.
For 2021, no one has a crystal ball, so we will have to be ready to make arrangements
as events unfold. We plan to reinstate the 2020 programme from March onwards. If
we once more have to postpone an event or it cannot easily be transferred to Zoom,
then so be it, but let's be optimistic.
Thank you all for remaining loyal and renewing your membership. We are looking at
the future direction of CVBG and would welcome your suggestions for anything that
you feel we should be doing, places or buildings we should investigate or anything
else you think we have overlooked. It is your organisation so please have your say by
contacting any of the committee.
After all that, it only remains for me to say that we hope you enjoy the enclosed
Occasional Paper on Barns. Have the best possible Christmas and here's to a better,
healthier year ahead.
June Hill
Chairman, December 2020.
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2. Vacances en Provence: by Ian Andrew (CVBG Member)
I have been quite taken by the dry-stone artwork of Andy Goldsworthy, examples of
which include restorations of old sheepfolds and new-build sculptures in Britain and
abroad. This “land art” can indeed be found in many parts of the Cumbrian
countryside and is well worth looking out for. With this in mind, I was interested to read
about vernacular buildings in the Outer Hebrides and Romania from CVBG’s
Newsletter No 28, which reminded me of a visit to Provence in August 2018, when I
came across a deserted village near Gordes where we were staying. This was the
“Village de Bories”. (Image 1)
The site was discovered for its
unique archaeological value in
the mid-twentieth century after
having been abandoned by its
inhabitants 150 years earlier.
The thirty or so buildings on the
site, known as bories (“borie” is
a Provençal word thought to
be of similar etymology to
“byre” in English), are of an
ancient, perhaps Bronze Age,
Provençal type. At Gordes,
however, the bories have
mainly been built since the
seventh century, with some of
the buildings constructed as
Image 1: General view of the site
recently as the nineteenth
century. They are of dry-laid
flat limestone slabs corbelled
with height and topped with
ceiling flags forming elongated
domes, there are no gables.
(Image 2) The usual orientation
of a typical borie is such that
the entrance faces east, i.e.,
away from the prevailing
westerly winds; there are few
other openings and certainly
no formal windows (Image 3).
Door leaves are of vertical
plank construction with
horizontal top and bottom rails,
Image 2: Bories’ dome shapes are clear in this view
and sometimes a mid-rail,
whose ends are dovetailed
into the inner stiles (relatively well detailed for their age; see Image 4). The buildings
and their features have been comprehensively conserved (although some might
argue, over-restored). As a group, they now house a museum to display traditional
farming implements and artefacts.
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Image 4:

Image 3: East elevation

Typical
door
with
dovetail
joints
into stiles

As a conservation-accredited engineer, my own analysis of the structures during a
self-guided tour revealed that the original builders understood their craft. The domed
construction of a borie does not rely on arch action as in a normal vault but by each
stone in a wall weighting the stone below such that the stones once assembled can
corbel (Image 5 and Fig. 1). How much the corbels could be projected as
construction progressed depended on the wall thickness, stone length, the order in
which stones were laid and how high the borie was intended to be. Although possible
to predict mathematically nowadays, this must surely then have been a matter of the
skill and experience of the borie builders. Before the tipping point on each wall was
reached, a row of stone ceiling flags was placed lintel-style across opposing wall tops.
To develop enough horizontal frictional resistance at the flags’ bearings so promoting

Fig.1

Image 5: Interior showing corbelling
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stability of opposing corbelled walls and to provide further weather protection, extra
weight was applied by placing further courses of stones across the wall tops and
ceiling flags, which in turn were topped with a row of ridge flags.
Note that, unlike Romanesque vaulting, which functions by the stones that form the
arch being shaped and aligned to develop the necessary uniform compression, no
“centring” was required during construction. Advantage of the individual stones
being flat was taken by tilting them slightly
outwards to shed rainwater, which is similar
to the watershot masonry found in Cumbria
and parts of the Pennines. Timber beams
were fitted into the walls as required to
support either a stone-flagged upper floor
or frames for other purposes, especially in
those bories intended for domestic use
(Image 6). These were faced internally
with lime plaster, which was applied not for
structural necessity but to reduce the
amount of wind that would pass through
the dry-stone construction to the interior.
This finish has been restored in some of the
bories. Ground floors were formed using
ground-bearing stone flags in a fashion
that is familiar to us in Britain.
Much of the delight of my visit was to learn
about this fascinating historical form of
Image 6: Interior with lime plaster wall
construction. However, unlike the Weald
finish and first floor.
and Downland Living Museum in south-east
England which I had visited the previous month, it was easier to appreciate the bories
in context because they have been retained for conservation within their setting.
Learning about a different way of forming a vaulted roof other than by the much
more common arch vault was also of note. Development of this method was perhaps
inevitable because of the flatness of the stones that were available on the land
surface and the lack of usable constructional timber locally that could be made into
framing (compare with the buildings at the Weald and Downland Living Museum
which utilised timber with minimal use of stone or brick as these were not readily
available in south-east England) or for temporary centring. Compare also with the
bothy at Priorslynn near Canonbie, which the CVBG visited in July 2018, whose builders
found timber, clay and straw easily obtainable from the landscape to form an edifice
of similar size and use as a typical Provençal borie, but in a very different structural
form based on cruck framing, unfired clay block walls and (originally) a ling roof.
Like Priorslynn and the Weald and Downland Living Museum, a visit to the Village de
Bories is about understanding methods of traditional construction in vernacular
buildings. For me, the visit was also about discovering how the bories have been
conserved and how dry-stone methods were adapted to form a masonry roof without
reliance on arch action in the usual sense. Above all, it was an opportunity to
appreciate an unusual set of vernacular buildings borne of the geology and
geography of their site, and for their historical value in the landscape ■
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3. The Cleits of St Kilda by June Hill
I first went to St Kilda in 1989, pursuing my other great interest in Rare Breed Sheep.
Having become the owner of three young Soay ewes, my initial research into a
hitherto unknown breed led me to take to the rough seas from the mainland of
Scotland, to St Kida, a group of islands formed from the scraps of the rim of an extinct
volcano, poking up through the North Atlantic. They lie 45 miles from the west of
Lewis, with nothing to protect them from the wind and rain, which sweeps in from all
directions, but mainly from the west.
It is in this setting that a small population of humas struggled to survive. Remarkably,
they constructed the thousand or so stone cleits, a Gaelic word meaning a building
used for storage. These face in all directions, some on a 60% slope, and are built from
the stone around them, literally 'out of the ground'.
No one knows how old they are. The islands were first inhabited in the Bronze Age, (c.
3,500 – 1,000BC), by folk who brought their primitive sheep with them. The present
feral flock on the islands is probably directly descended from these first sheep, leading
to their being called 'island survivors', or 'living fossils'.
The last 36 people abandoned in St Kilda in1930.
1
The construction of the cleits, however, is clearer. They
are corbelled buildings, sub-rectangular in plan with
battered walls, narrowing towards the top. A flat flag
stone closes the gap. This is a Bronze Age building
method, well known to the builders of the sophisticated
burial mounds such as Maeshow on Orkney.
Each cleit has an entrance. Most of them had wooden
doors at one time, but most are now gone. The only
2
remaining one is to Cleit 155, (numbered by
archaeologists in their publication Buildings of St Kilda,
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland, 1988). Wood has always
been a scarce commodity on the islands. In the last
few centuries people there have valued every scrap of
driftwood to appear.
In corbelled structures, each course of stones projects
(1) Cleit on Hirta, the main island in the
St Kilda archipelago, the entrance now
slightly out from that below while supporting the stones
has no door.
above. The naturally rounded stones, larger than
(2) Cleit seen from the back, facing
mist-shrouded Conachair, the highest
pebbles but smaller than boulders, form dry stone walls.
point on the island (1100ft/335m).
These walls function in several practical ways. While
© June Hill (taken in 1989)
keeping out the rain, they allow air to pass through, thus
counteracting the destructive forces of the wind, while allowing ventilation. This
creates a dry atmosphere inside, perfect for storing seabirds and their oil, feathers and
wool, the surplus of which was taken as rent by the landlords, the MacLeods of
Dunvegan, Skye. Hay for feeding livestock was also stored as was horsehair, used for
making the ropes so necessary in the fowling exploits - perilous descents of the sheer
cliffs.
The roof of each cleit was covered by turf, perfect grazing for an agile Soay sheep. It
also serves to keep out rain. Now that the cleits are open, the sheep don't miss an
opportunity to use them as shelters, choosing the ones facing away from whichever
direction the wind is blowing ■
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4. What was this building for? – Graham Brooks
This building is situated at NY 50843 45275 in the top corner of a field overlooking
the village of Armathwaite and backs onto Coombs Wood.
From the photographs it can be seen that the building was fairly derelict in the
mid 1980s and has since collapsed.
The overall length was approximately 15m with a width of 5.2m. The small doors
in the front were about 0.8m high and between 0.5 and 0.6m wide. The openings
in the top of the wall were 0.9m high.
The end gables each had a door approximately 1.8m and 0.7m wide.

There was no back wall to the building only the drystone wall surrounding the
field.
The stonework is partially dressed thin slabs of a gritty
Lazonby sandstone (grittier than the stone used for the
field wall) mortared together. The roof was of a similar
stone in slabs. The roof was supported on five trusses,
these were supported on individual stone pillars. There
were purlins resting on the rafters. All the woodwork
was in rough dressed timber.
In the field below was a range of normal barns.
Coombs wood was worked commercially with adverts
for the sale of oak timber and bark in the 1790s. A
building is shown on the site on the 1st edition
Ordnance Survey Map.
Despite asking around the area and looking through
numerous books I have not being able to determine
what this building was designed for and used.
Is there a similar building anywhere in the county or country? ■
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5. Recent Dendrochronological Dates for the Sir John Barrow Cottage, Ulverston
Those members that attended the study day In Ulverston on the 17th November 2018
were also able to make a special visit to the Sir John Barrow Cottage, which is managed
by my company, Greenlane Archaeology, on behalf of the owners (Ulverston Town
Council). The building is a remarkable survival of a small two-unit single-storey cottage
that has seen very little modernisation, primarily because it was effectively preserved as
a museum to Sir John Barrow shortly after his death in 1848. Sir John was, before the birth
of Stan Laurel, Ulverston’s most famous son. Extremely intelligent and with a strong
enquiring mind, he took part in an embassy to China at the end of the 18th century and
was stationed in South Africa for a short time, before becoming Second Secretary to
the Admiralty. He held this role for over 40 years, through the Napoleonic Wars, and
was one of the prime movers in the programme of Artic exploration that took place in
the decades following.
The origins of the cottage have
always been uncertain. Sir John
says in his autobiography that it
had been in his mother’s family
for over 250 years before he was
born (in 1764). At some point
the date of 1549 was inscribed
into the original timber lintel of
the front door (since removed
and now kept on display within
the building) but it is evident
that the ‘5’ has been inserted –
a fact that was recorded as
early as 1902. How the date of
1549 was arrived at and what
the ‘5’ was originally are not
known.
As part of an ongoing project to explore the history and development of the building,
and in order to reliably establish just how old the building is, funding was obtained from
the CWAAS for dendrochronological dating, which was carried out by Robert Howard
from the Nottingham Tree-Ring Dating Laboratory in July 2020 (see photo). The results
were surprising in many ways. The bressummer beam and a second beam in the same
room were both found to not be oak and were more likely elm and so could not be
used for dating, which was unfortunate as it was assumed that the former was an
original part of the building. A collection of dates was obtained, however, from four
samples with rings spanning the period 1408 to 1545, with a likely felling date in most
cases of between 1557 and 1582.
Remarkably, therefore, it seems that the date on the original lintel of 1549 – however it
was obtained – is not totally inaccurate. Research into the history of the cottage is still
ongoing but it is ultimately intended to produce a booklet for sale to visitors aiming to
explore the fascinating story of this small but locally important building ■
Dan Elsworth, Greenlane Archaeology.
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